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This guide illustrates how financial planners may apply the  
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TASA Code of Conduct, when providing life risk advice.
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providing life risk advice and it is not intended to be 
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a member’s legal, regulator, licensee or professional 

requirements. 
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PURPOSE

This guide aims to provide financial planners with an insight into how life risk advice quality may be improved 
through the application of best practice and the FPA Code of Professional Practice alongside the Financial 
Adviser Code of Ethics (the “FASEA Code”) and the Tax Agent Service Code of Conduct (TASA Code).

This document contains excerpts from the FPA 
Life Risk Specialist Course and, along with FPA’s 
‘Helping you understand the FASEA Code of 
Ethics – April 2019’, aims to help you assess your 
current advice process and make any necessary 
modifications to meet your legal and professional 
obligations.

Unlike the FPA Code of Professional Practice 
(ie the FPA Code of Ethics, Practice Standards 
and Rules of Professional Conduct), this FPA 
guide will not be enforceable. It is intended to aid 
financial planners and other stakeholders in the 
interpretation of the enforceable elements of the 
FPA Code, the FASEA Code, and the TASA Code; 
identify best practice; and include practical ideas 
and business tools to assist with compliance with 
the legal and professional obligations for providing 
life risk advice.

The FASEA Code of Ethics commenced on 
1 January 2020. It will be enforced by the 
government’s new single disciplinary body for 
financial planners which will be established in 
the Financial Services and Credit Panel (FSCP) 
within the Australian Securities and Investment 
Commission (ASIC) and commence after  
1 January 2022. As FASEA guidance on the Code 
was under consultation at the time of the Code’s 
commencement, ASIC committed to taking a 
facilitative approach to compliance with standards 
3 and 7 until the new single disciplinary body for 
financial planners is operational. These standards 
relate to remuneration and conflicts of interest, 
including in relation to life risk advice.

At the time of writing, consultation on the FASEA 
Code Guidance released in October 2020 was 
still ongoing. The information provided in this 
document in relation to the FASEA Code is 
based on the provisions in the Financial Planner 
and Financial Adviser Code of Ethics Legislative 
Instrument, the accompanying Explanatory 
Statement, and published statements by FASEA 
(such as its consultation guidance and its Code 

FAQ). As such the information in this FPA guide 
may change following the release of FASEA’s final 
guidance and the establishment of the new single 
disciplinary body for financial planners.

The code standards referenced in the sections 
of this guide serve to illustrate the most relevant 
standards for each step in the financial planning 
process. However, it is important that financial 
planners consider the code as a whole when 
providing advice to clients.

In addition, ASIC’s Report 413 Appendix Table 9 
‘Life Insurance Advice Checklist’ provides a list of 
factors that ASIC indicates should be considered 
when providing life risk advice and is stated 
to incorporate “existing obligations under the 
Corporations Act as further considerations for 
giving good or best practice advice”. Professional 
standards may require financial planners to adopt 
practices and procedures that exceed minimum 
legal, regulatory or licensee standards.

The ASIC Checklist is provided for financial 
planners’ convenience in Appendix 4 of this guide.
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INTRODUCTION

Improving the quality of life risk advice by identifying and promoting best practice and assisting financial 
planners to address requirements to meet the best interest of clients according to the FPA Code of 
Professional Practice, FASEA Code and TASA Code, will assist to improve public trust and confidence in life 
risk advice.

In line with these codes, this guide is intended to 
assist financial planners to identify and address 
some common omissions and errors in the 
provision of advice relating to life risk insurance. 
It is intended to promote better advice processes 
to deliver well-structured quality advice, improved 
client servicing, and a well-defined value-
proposition for life risk advice.

A well-defined value proposition for life risk advice 
is rarely confined to a one-off transaction. It will 
see clients relying on their financial planner to 
provide ongoing professional services which assist 
the client:

 y to continue to address identified life-goals 

 y manage risk over differing time horizons 

 y adjust to life changes 

 y  react with the assistance of their financial 

planner to changes in the external 

environment, and

 y  assist the planner and the client to mutually 

manage expectations for after services and 

claims management in well communicated 

client engagements.

As more Australians are exposed to insurance 
products without the benefit of professional 
advice, it becomes more important that consumers 
are able to differentiate professional life risk advice 
from merely being sold an insurance product.

Informed consumers will choose professional life 
risk advice where it is well communicated and is 
perceived to deliver:

 y better protection,

 y  efficiency through underwriting, claims 

management and insurer processes, and

 y  value, both in terms of ‘value for money’ 

and alignment with a client’s financial 

planning needs and objectives.

Continuing to differentiate the benefits for 
professional life risk advice for Australian 
consumers also requires the profession to be ever 
vigilant of bad practice. The FPA will continue 
to lead and to cooperate with industry led self-
regulatory initiatives to identify and report 
‘churning’ and other forms of misconduct, and 
initiatives that place downward competitive 
pressure on premiums for the benefit of all 
Australians.
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VALUES

The following five values are key areas that are addressed in full or in part by the FPA Code of Professional 
Practice, FASEA Code of Ethics and the TASA Code. Financial planners should to act in a way that 
demonstrates these values.

TRUSTWORTHINESS

Financial planners should earn trust by being reliable, doing what they say they will do, doing what is 
right, and placing the duty to the client above personal interests or the interests of others.

COMPETENCE

Competency involves developing and maintaining a self- understanding of one’s competence, 
expertise, experience, limits to capacity, and authority. 

Financial planners with insufficient experience, knowledge and expertise to meet the professional 
service needs of a particular client, must either access the appropriate skills, competencies and 

resources of others to respond to the client’s needs, or refer such clients to those better equipped to 
service their needs. 

Limiting the advice to the financial planner’s own abilities risks delivering advice that is not in the 
best interests of the client, fails to place the client’s interest first, and would breach the competency 

requirements of the codes.

HONESTY

Financial planners should use integrity, transparency, frankness and fairness with each client, respect 
the rights (including personal and property rights) of others, and not to withhold information from 

the client that the client would want to know. 

FAIRNESS

Financial planners must put the client first and use professional objectivity to properly investigate, 
evaluate and diagnose a client’s need for professional services, to self-reflect on the limits of your 

professional competency.

Would your conduct stand public scrutiny by your professional peers and by the community?

DILIGENCE

Financial planners must manage their time and resources to deliver professional services in a timely, 
efficient and cost-effective way to each client.

Financial planners are encouraged to read the full requirements of the codes that relate to these values, 
which are provided in the appendixes, including Appendix 2: FASEA Code - The five values - FASEA Code 
of Ethics Guide – October 2020 (excerpts).
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LIFE RISK ADVICE REMUNERATION (FASEA CODE)

Financial planners should review their remuneration models to evaluate if the remuneration they receive is 
transparent, ‘true to label’, and is explained in a manner that enables the client to clearly understand the 
advice services they will receive and the cost of those services. This is a requirement under the FASEA Code.

The FASEA Code does not ban particular forms 
of remuneration, however financial planners must 
make a professional assessment as to whether 
remuneration structures, fees and charges:

 y Create an actual conflict of interest

 y  Allow the advice to be in the best interests 

of the client

 y  Will be fair, reasonable and represent value 

for the client

 y  Are appropriate and fully understood by 

the client.

FASEA Standard 3 states:

You must not advise, refer or act in any other 
manner where you have a conflict of interest or 
duty.

FASEA Standard 7 states:

The client must give free, prior and informed 
consent to all benefits you and your principal 
will receive in connection with acting for the 
client, including any fees for services that may 
be charged. If required in the case of an existing 
client, the consent should be obtained as soon as 
practicable after this Code commences.

Except where expressly permitted by the 
Corporations Act 2001, you may not receive any 
benefits, in connection with acting for a client, that 
derive from a third party other than your principal.

You must satisfy yourself that any fees and 
charges that the client must pay to you or your 
principal, and any benefits that you or your 
principal receive, in connection with acting for the 
client are fair and reasonable and represent value 
for money for the client.

FASEA Guidance states:

Standard 3 does not ban any form of 
remuneration, nor does it condone it. 

In the context of a specific client scenario, before 
you advise, refer or act you should exercise your 
professional judgement to determine whether the 
remuneration gives rise to a conflict. 

In FAQ Guidance, FASEA have stated:

Insurance commissions are explicitly allowed 
by law and may be an acceptable form of 
remuneration for advice. In the context of a 
specific client situation, an adviser before acting 
for the client would need to satisfy themselves 
that they do not have an actual conflict by for 
example demonstrating the following:

 y  The advice and product recommendation is 

in the best interests of the client;

 y  The commission received is fair and 

reasonable and represents value for the 

client and is fully understood by the client;

 y  The client understands the benefits, costs 

and risks of the Insurance advice;

 y  The advice and fee structure are 

appropriate for the client; and

 y  A disinterested or unbiased person, 

in possession of all the facts, would 

reasonably conclude that the remuneration 

would not lead the adviser to prefer the 

interests of someone (including their own) 

over the client’s best interest.

FASEA has provided a ‘standard for judgement’ 
for determining if an arrangement is conflicted 
and therefore prohibited under the Code. 
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(see Appendix 2: FASEA Code - ‘Standard for 
Judgement’).

In summary, where advice is being provided to a 
client and the financial planner’s remuneration is 
allowable under law, it will be allowable under the 
FASEA Code providing the advice is in the client’s 
best interest and the remuneration offers value for 
money and there is ‘free and informed’ consent 
from the client.

Best practice would suggest if a planner is 
receiving an ongoing commission for life risk 
advice, ongoing advice services such as reviews 
and claims management should be provided to 
the client. Such services should be clearly defined 
upfront in the scope of the life insurance advice 
and agreed to in the Terms of Engagement.
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CONSENT FROM EXISTING CLIENTS (FASEA CODE)

The FASEA Code requires the client to offer free, prior and informed consent and requires financial 
planners obtain the consent of existing clients as soon as practicable after the FASEA Code 
commences. 

Financial planners need to also ensure that 
services provided are wanted and represent value 
for money, so clients can provide informed and 
free consent.

FASEA Standard 4 states:

You may act for a client only with the client’s free, 
prior and informed consent. If required in the 
case of an existing client, the consent should be 
obtained as soon as practicable after this Code 
commences.

FASEA Standard 7 states: 

The client must give free, prior and informed 
consent to all benefits you and your principal 
will receive in connection with acting for the 
client, including any fees for services that may 
be charged. If required in the case of an existing 
client, the consent should be obtained as soon as 
practicable after this Code commences.

FASEA Guidance released for consultation 
in October 2020 states:

The adviser is required to use their professional 
judgement to satisfy themselves that they have 
reasonable grounds to be satisfied that the client 
has provided free, prior and informed consent.

You need to obtain consent from any retail client 
who you have provided and implemented a 
personal advice recommendation, which includes 
retail financial products, and you continue to 
receive an ongoing fee (including commissions) 
from whom you have not received free, prior and 
informed consent.

If an adviser has already received the client’s free, 
prior and informed consent, Standard 7 has been 
met. If they haven’t, they will need to work out a 
practicable timeframe to do so, within 12 months. 

The precise timetable will be influenced by a 
number of factors including number of clients, 
next scheduled contact, etc.

If an adviser is receiving an ongoing fee (including 
insurance commissions) which is directly related to 
the financial product advice recommendation for 
their client and has not contacted that client for a 
number of years, it would be appropriate to do so 
to confirm there are no changes in their personal 
circumstances which would impact the financial 
product advice recommendation and to confirm 
the clients ongoing consent to act.

An adviser will need to ensure they receive signed 
consent from their clients. This may be using 
existing forms e.g. engagement letter, Ongoing 
Service Agreement, Initial Service Agreement, 
Authority to Proceed with Advice, etc. For clients 
that do not have an ongoing service arrangement, 
eg. Insurance only client the adviser may consider 
a simple format detailing the conversation and 
signed by the client. FASEA does not expect that 
a new form is created to meet this standard.

An adviser should take all reasonable steps to 
contact the client. 

If a financial planner continues to receive an 
ongoing commission for life insurance advice, it 
would be best practice to seek regular updated 
consent from the client. 
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REFERRALS (FASEA CODE)

The FASEA Code bans the payment of referral fees to the financial planner.

FASEA Standard 1 states:

You must act in accordance with all applicable 
laws, including this Code, and not try to avoid or 
circumvent their intent.

FASEA Standard 7 states:

The client must give free, prior and informed 
consent to all benefits you and your principal 
will receive in connection with acting for the 
client, including any fees for services that may 
be charged. If required in the case of an existing 
client, the consent should be obtained as soon as 
practicable after this code commences.

Except where expressly permitted by the 
Corporations Act 2001, you may not receive any 
benefits, in connection with acting for a client, that 
derive from a third party other than your principal.

You must satisfy yourself that any fees and 
charges that the client must pay to you or your 
principal, and any benefits that you or your 
principal receive, in connection with acting for the 
client are fair and reasonable, and represent value 
for money for the client.

FASEA Guidance released for consultation 
in October 2020 states:

The Corporations Act permits referral fees to be 
paid directly to an adviser, however the Code 
prohibits an adviser from receiving referral fees.

If the sole purpose of setting up a new business 
structure or continuing an existing one is to 
receive referral fees that the adviser otherwise 
would not be entitled to receive and passing 
these referral fees onto the adviser through 
their remuneration, this may be considered as 
circumventing the intent of the Code. If the new or 
existing business structure negatively impacts on 
the ability of an adviser to meet their obligations 

under the Code, FASEA would expect that they 
be reviewed and amended to facilitate compliance 
with the Code by the adviser.

Standard 7 notes, unless expressly permitted by 
the Corporations Act, you may not receive any 
benefits in connection with acting for a client that 
derive from a third party other than their principal. 
Referrals to specialists or other professionals are 
acceptable. However, Financial Advisers cannot 
receive referral fees directly from a third party for 
advice and services provided to their client, even 
if these are non-financial products. In any scenario, 
the provisions of Standard 3 continue to apply.

Note: Standard 7 and the Code in general apply 
only to relevant providers (financial advisers), 
they do not apply to the broader business 
structures which employ those advisers. Referral 
arrangements through those broader business 
structures are not governed by the Code.

Referral fees received from a third party directly 
by the adviser will breach the Code of Ethics.

Licensee arrangements fall outside the Code and 
will not be required to change as they are not 
subject to the Code provisions. However, if the 
structure of these referral arrangements negatively 
impacts on the ability of relevant providers to 
meet their obligations under the Code, FASEA 
would expect that they be reviewed and amended.

Where the adviser’s remuneration is linked to 
referral fees generated via the Licensee structure 
or CAR , the adviser will need to demonstrate 
compliance with the Code in the same manner as 
any other form of remuneration received.

An adviser would need to satisfy themselves that 
remuneration received from the Licensee and/or 
CAR doesn’t inappropriately influence the advice 
by for example demonstrating the following: 
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 y  The advice and product recommendation is 

in the best interests of the client

 y  The fee paid by the client is fair and 

reasonable and represents value for the 

client and is fully understood by the client

 y  The client understands benefits, costs and 

risks of the advice

 y  The advice and fee structure are appropriate 

for the client; and

 y  A disinterested or unbiased person, in 

possession of all the facts, would reasonably 

conclude that:

 –  The fee paid by the client is fair and 

reasonable and represents value for the 

client

 –  The remuneration could not lead 

the adviser to prefer the interests of 

someone (including their own) over the 

client’s best interests.
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It is best practice to formalise the ‘Terms of Engagement’ in writing as 
it helps the financial planner minimise miscommunication and assists 
in fairly establishing the client’s free and informed consent to any 

limitation in the scope of the engagement, as required under the codes.

The Terms of Engagement should document the following information in clear and simple language:

 y which areas of advice are required, and not required; 

 y the member’s remuneration arrangements with respect to the engagement; 

 y specific parties to the engagement; 

 y client confidentiality; 

 y duration of the engagement; 

 y the client’s responsibilities, including to fully and timely disclose information;  

 y the member’s responsibilities; 

 y provisions for terminating the engagement; and 

 y complaint handling.

The initial client engagement process should examine the client’s circumstances, communicate mutual 
expectations in relation to financial planning engagements, fairly establish the client’s informed consent to 
the costs and process, before mutually defining the scope of the professional services to be provided.

Importantly, when you are limiting the scope of the advice, the FASEA Code requires you to ensure limited 
advice is in the client’s best interest. While acknowledging the effectiveness of a limited scope engagement 
in meeting the client’s immediate needs, FASEA has stated:

The [financial planner] must make an assessment whether scoping the advice is in 
the best interest of the client and it is important the [planner] considers the longer-
term requirements for the client within the scope of the advice provided e.g. Insurance 
advice should include confirmation that the client understands the long-term cashflow 
implications and is expected to have the appropriate funds to pay the premium 
currently and in the future.

The [planner] is not expected to complete a holistic risk assessment for limited scope 
advice but would be expected to conduct sufficient information gathering to be 
satisfied the advice is in the client’s best interest as it relates to that scope.

DEFINING THE SCOPE 
OF THE ADVICE: 
SETTING OUT THE TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT

FPA CODE

PS 1.3 Define the scope of the 
engagement

FASEA CODE

Standards 2, 3, 4 and 6

TPB CODE

Code item 4

Code item 9

SECTION 1
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Before providing written terms documenting the engagement to a client it is important for a financial 
planner to explain to the client the engagement and advice process involved. This will assist the financial 
planner to manage expectations on the following, including in relation to claims handling and policy review 
services for life risk advice:

1.  The client and the financial planner share the responsibility of understanding the client’s 
circumstances in order for the financial planner to develop suitable advice that the client 
may rely upon:

 y  Understanding relationships between all parties affected, taking into consideration any 
prior marriages, relationships and children

 y  Conducting the ‘Needs Analysis’ across the short term, medium term and long-term time 
horizons. This includes identifying debt amounts to be covered and level of preferred 
lifestyle to be maintained, and any impact insurance premiums may have on cashflow 
and / or superannuation balance

 y  Understanding the needs of the beneficiaries and ownership of policies and anticipating 
any family relationship requirements (breakdowns, remarriage, additions to family, etc.)

 y Inherent complications linked to the life insured, such as health or pastimes

 y  The requirement to analyse the impact to life, costs, projected loss of income, and 
entities controlled that could be impacted under the policy.

2. Prioritising needs and risks now, versus needs and risks into the future 

 y  the client’s potential lifestyle needs in the event of catastrophe (including for home 
services) and potential resources to address these needs

 y  the need to gather relevant information to understand the impact of premiums and tax 
structures between entities in order to generate tax efficient advice

 y  the need to gather information to determine the gross cost of premiums and net value 
to beneficiaries to enable advice which is efficient from a structuring and estate planning 
perspective

 y  The need to undertake detailed comparative product research (key features, benefits 
and exclusions) in order to tailor product recommendations to the client’s particular 
circumstances and identify appropriate products that are in the client’s best interest

 y  Matching insurance features and cover with the plans and needs of the client

 y  Engaging other professionals such as a family law specialist where complex family 
matters are involved

 y  Estate planning and / or business succession planning should be undertaken to ensure 
life risk advice reaches its intended beneficiaries in the most tax efficient manner

 y Consequences of non-disclosure (health, family health history, etc.) to the insurer.

As the provision of life risk advice is related to tax and in some cases superannuation laws, financial 
planners must explain and ensure the client understands their tax obligations and rights under such laws 
that are materially related to the advice. This is required under the TASA Code.

The above is not a comprehensive list. These conversations may also be part of a larger or more 
comprehensive advice process.
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When the client has understood the process requirements and why they are needed, the Terms of 
Engagement can then be tailored. This tailoring should include the client’s expectations and obligations, 
and the specific scope of the advice. This will assist the client to understand how the advice will be limited 
so it can deliver optimal outcomes for the client, including whether components of the advice will be 
staged over an identified timeframe and how the stages of advice will be prioritised.

Where the client has a need for advice concerning multiple issues and not just life risk advice, the planner 
should work with the client to identify how those issues may reasonably be prioritised and addressed, 
including over a longer time frame through the planner’s services, by the client themselves, or by other 
service providers.

Conflicts of interest

The process of defining the Terms of Engagement should include the financial planner’s professional, 
documented assessment of actual and potential conflicts between the duties owed the client and any 
personal interest they have or they owe another individual or organisation. This should be conducted for 
each client based on that client’s circumstances and needs, and include an assessment of the financial 
planner’s relationships and arrangements (including remuneration). 

The ‘Six principles for financial planner remuneration’ detailed in the FPA Remuneration Policy, will assist 
financial planners in identifying conflicts of interest:

 y Clients must be able to understand the fees they are paying

 y Clients must be able to compare the fees they are paying

 y Clients must be presented with a fee structure that is true to label

 y Clients must be presented with fees that are separated between advice and product

 y  Clients must agree the fee with their financial planner and can request that the fee is switched 

off if no on-going advice is required

 y  Clients, rather than product providers, should pay for financial planning services, so as to 

remove potential for bias.

In making this assessment the financial planner should consider whether a disinterested person, in 
possession of all the facts, would reasonably conclude that the remuneration could lead the planner to 
prefer the interests of someone (including your own) over the client’s best interests. 

FASEA has provided ‘standard for judgement’ for determining if an arrangement is conflicted and therefore 
prohibited under the Code (see Appendix 2: FASEA Code - ‘Standard for Judgement’).
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SECTION 2

During the fact finding process a financial planner should (over and 
above the usual fact find exercise) collect additional qualitative and 
quantitative information by asking questions that can be included to 
address any upfront underwriting issues, along with any other matters 

which are significant.

It is also important to map out the family tree (with a diagram of the 
discussion) to understand the people involved, including any significant 
details about the individuals, such as drug dependency and bankruptcy. 
For example, children and step-children, spouse/de-facto and ex-spouse/
ex-de facto, and anyone financially dependent on the client. Where the 
client is connected with other entities (such as a business or a trust), ensure you include a diagram of that 
structure.

The FASEA Code requires the financial planner look more broadly at what the client’s interests are, 
including longer-term interests and needs. While such investigations are inherent in identifying the life 
risk needs of the client, care should be taken to clearly document consideration of client information, 
particularly in relation to product recommendations. 

Understanding the people involved, along with their expectation of beneficial rights to assets in the event 
of death or family breakdown or disability, will allow the financial planner to determine (during the analysis 
stage), what assets can be used to offset the needs of the client and their related parties’ risk management 
and insurance needs.

The financial planner should also collect details on:

 y  Asset ownership structure in a marriage or relationship to determine the 

mechanisms required to meet estate funding needs

 y When assets were valued

 y Breakdown to ‘estate’ and ‘non-estate’ assets including structures under:

 y Company title 

 y Joint tenancy  or tenancy-in-common 

 y Family trusts

 y Superannuation (binding versus non-binding)

 y Life insurance with nominated or without nominated beneficiaries

 y Ownership of policies including:

 – Cross ownerships; 

 – Joint ownerships.

COLLECTING 
AND DOCUMENTING 
THE RIGHT INFORMATION

FPA CODE

PS 2 Collecting the Client’s 
Information

PS 2.1 Identify the Client’s 
Personal and Financial 
Objectives, Needs and 
Priorities

PS 2.2 Collect Quantitative 
Information and Documents 

PS 2.3 Collect Qualitative 
Information

FASEA CODE

Standards 5, 6 and 8 

TPB CODE

Code item 9

Code item 10
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For example:

Cash flow, is an important component used to uncover the sources of all income, expenses, and tax 
liabilities that interact with other components such as debt, investment contributions, and the risks that 
lie when sources stop, events occur, or even when laws change (e.g. if under the superannuation tax 
structure).

Investment could be the source of cash flow, or it may have risk exposure due to its structure, debt or 
even how it’s passed onto beneficiaries.

How much or how little risk a client takes on and how effectively and efficiently risk is mitigated or 
transferred are critical financial planning questions. The client may have a different appetite for risk at 
different stages in the life cycle. Priorities in managing debt, how insurances are held (i.e. the tax structure), 
other goals that require growth through investments, may conflict with cash flow funding priorities. The 
preparation of wills (and other estate planning issues) should cover the need for assets to be protected 
under different tax structures (such as super and or trusts), to ensure that it may be passed on as intended, 
possibly as income streams.

The Mind Map in Section 3 – Part 2 provides an example of how the six components of the Needs Wheel 
interrelate with life risk advice.

Clearly documenting the investigation and client information will provide evidence that the financial planner 
has actively considered the client’s broader, long-term interests and likely circumstances, such as those of 
family members, as required under the FASEA Code.

Incorporating the six 
components of the 
Advice Needs Wheel

The FPA ‘Advice Needs Wheel’ should be front 
of mind for every financial planner when eliciting 
their client’s needs, objectives, goals and 
circumstances across the short term, medium 
term and long term time horizons. It can typically 
be applied in all scenarios of financial planning 
including life risk advice.
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SECTION 3

To ensure life risk advice is in the client’s best interest and meets the 
requirements of the codes, financial planners should minimise the risk 
of over or under estimating the level of cover required. The risk of a 
financial planner over or under estimating the level of cover required for 
a particular client will be most effectively mitigated where the planner 
undertakes a thorough analysis of the client’s estate and non-estate 

assets during the needs analysis stage of the financial planning process.

Taking the time to understand the ownership, structure, effective control and beneficial rights associated 
with existing assets and liabilities; the client’s intentions for those assets and liabilities in the event of 
catastrophe and the relevant valuations, is critical to providing advice that is in the client’s best interests. 
The financial planner may be required to engage directly on the client’s behalf with the client’s existing 
professional service providers including legal advisers and accountants, or to refer the client to professional 
service providers for relevant services. (Note: The FASEA Code prohibits financial planners from receiving 
referral fees.)

Where a legal professional is involved, doing the preliminary work in breaking down the structure of assets 
will allow legal advisers to create appropriate strategies to suit the client’s financial planning objectives, 
needs and priorities.

The pre-work involved requires a register of the client’s individual assets detailing:

 y The value of the asset

 y The nature and intended purpose

 y Legal structure

 y Control or influence of the client or others

 y Liability to others

 y  Intentions regarding who they intend to receive those assets in the event of death or 

disability.

The financial planner should have acquired a list of all past and present family members especially if there 
are possibilities of relationship or family breakdowns involving:

 y dependants

 y non-dependants

 y creditors

 y government authorities owed

Before strategies are proposed, clients will need to be educated on:

 y the estate planning process and how their intentions will affect their beneficiaries, and

 y  risks they are exposed to and how they may deal with those risks, including the potential 

trade-offs between competing financial planning objectives and across time horizons and 

reaching agreement on the provisioning required.

PART ONE:  
NEEDS ANALYSIS STAGE

FPA CODE

PS 3 Analyse and Assess the 
Client’s Financial Status

PS 3.1 Analyse the Client’s 
Information

PS 3.2 Assess the Client’s 
Objectives, Needs and Priorities

FASEA CODE

Standards 5, 6 and 8

TPB CODE

Code item 7

Code item 9

Code item 12
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These discussions will assist the client with what they need to consider and how their financial planning 
objectives may be met across different time horizons (short, medium and long term).

During the needs analysis stage, the financial planner should incorporate the intentions of the client and 
work out the calculation of cover required for:

 y debt elimination

 y replacement of income

 y legacies

 y funds recovery

 y rehabilitation / home modifications

 y medical expenses

 y overall quality of life

The method of establishing the amount of cover needed should be disclosed to the client, particularly as 
it relates to how you determine the level of capital required to replace income over a period of time. For 
example, as it affects the level of capital recommended and therefore the premium.

These may be:

 y A simple multiple 

 y An assumed rate of return

 y Net present value or 

 y Annuity method

The methodology should be discussed with the client upfront.

FASEA expects financial planners to take into account the client’s broader, long-term interests and likely 
future circumstances. It also expects planner’s to consider the impact on the client’s family members of 
the client acting on the advice, and how the advice and recommendations will improve the client’s financial 
well-being. 

Such considerations are inherent in the life risk advice process however, planners should ensure they clearly 
document the client’s identified broader, long-term interests, and the circumstances the client and those 
impacted by the advice are likely to face in the future.

Financial planners must also explain and ensure the client understands their tax obligations and rights that 
are materially related to the advice, as required under the TASA Code.

Having complete and accurate records of discussions, fact finding and research will help the planner 
demonstrate how the advice is in the best interest of the client. Further it shows:

 y how it represents ‘value for money’ for the client

 y that the client understands the advice and the implications of acting on the advice

 y and enables the client to make a free and informed decision about the advice.

These are requirements under the codes.
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SECTION 3

FPA CODE

PS 4 Identify Suitable Financial 
Planning (Life risk Planning)

PS 4.1 Identify and Evaluate 
Financial Planning Strategies

PS 4.2 Develop the Financial 
Planning Recommendations

PS 4.3 Identify Product(s) and 
Service(s) for Implementation

FASEA CODE

Standards 5, 6 and 8

TPB CODE

Code item 7

Code item 9

Code item 12

Analysis of the client’s circumstances and making strategic 
recommendations should produce outcomes that take into account or 

have considered (where applicable) the following:

 y  Exploring the appropriateness of funding the premiums via 

superannuation and related strategies to assist with cash 

flow and tax efficiency (e.g. spouse contribution)

 y Linking policies inside and outside superannuation

 y Appropriate waiting periods and benefit periods

 y Consequences of any/own occupation, inside and outside superannuation

 y  Consequences of owning TPD inside superannuation (especially pre-existing own occupation)

 y  Tax on death benefits paid from super to non-tax dependants and how benefits are paid, i.e. 

lump sum, death benefit pension or streaming via Testamentary Discretionary Trust.

Where complex family relationships exist, the financial planner will also need to have taken into 
consideration:

 y  The client’s decision based on the education provided about estate planning / succession 

planning as part the life risk planning process.

 y  The collected detailed information about the client’s needs and affairs on a well-documented 

needs analysis which will be used as a reference by other professionals when required.

 y  The quantitative needs analysis carried out for the client’s lawyers to consider in light of 

specific taxation or legal issues on the estate strategy.

 y  Facilitate instructions from the client’s lawyers regarding policy ownership issues and 

beneficial nominations within insurance policies and superannuation memberships.

 y  Monitor and manage changes to the client’s situation in consultation with the client’s legal 

representatives (ongoing).

Where complex family relationships exist, the financial planner will also need to have taken into 
consideration:

 y  The client’s decision based on the education provided about estate planning / succession 

planning as part the life risk planning process.

 y  The collected detailed information about the client’s needs and affairs on a well-documented 

needs analysis which will be used as a reference by other professionals when required.

 y  The quantitative needs analysis carried out for the client’s lawyers to consider in light of 

specific taxation or legal issues on the estate strategy.

 y  Facilitate instructions from the client’s lawyers regarding policy ownership issues and 

beneficial nominations within insurance policies and superannuation memberships.

 y  Monitor and manage changes to the client’s situation in consultation with the client’s legal 

representatives (ongoing).

PART TWO: 
STRATEGY 
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To take account of the client’s broader, long-term interests and the impact on the client’s family members 

of the client acting on the advice as required under the FASEA Code, financial planners should also 

consider the consequences and protection of payouts for beneficiaries and their circumstances. For 

example, Estate Planning should be offered or project managed by the financial planner to ensure 

appropriate legal structures are in place to support the insurance strategies. Under the codes, the financial 

planner should continue to assess the potential for conflicts to arise as they progress through the life risk 

advice process.

Incorporating the six 
components of the 
Advice Needs Wheel

The FPA’s ‘Advice Needs Wheel’ can 
also assist with strategy development. 
The Mind Map on the next page 
provides an example of how the six 
components interrelate with life risk 
advice. 
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LIFE RISK ADVICE

INSIDE/OUTSIDE SUPER
- EROSION OF FUNDS

PAYMENT
OF PROCEEDS
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Deductible premiums?
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Competing objectives
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Non-estate
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Lump sum needs & tax cover

Tax e�cency of premiums

Business needs
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Example Mind Map of Life Risk Advice
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WHAT ARE WE DOING?

Helps identify the purpose and/or reason behind the client seeing the planner i.e. identification of 
goals and objectives (subject matter).

WHY ARE WE DOING IT?

Helps identify the motivation/need behind those goals and objectives. i.e. identification of why the 
goals and objectives are important. The distinction between ‘what’ and ‘why’ is important. The ‘what’ 

identifies the target, whereas the ‘why’ identifies the emotion behind that (subject matter).

WHERE ARE WE DOING IT?

Helps identify potential structures and/or beneficiaries. i.e should the policy be held inside/outside 
superannuation. To be able to determine the answer to this, the planner will need to review the 

client’s cash flow situation both inside/outside of superannuation. This requires the planner to obtain 
information about the client’s employment and superannuation guarantee and other contributions. 

WHEN ARE WE DOING IT?

Helps identify timeframes. i.e. will a client who is 30 years old require $500,000 in life cover to be 
indexed until they are 65; or will their insurance needs reduce over time?

WHO IS GOING TO DO IT?

It is only after the first four W’s have been answered, that we can look for a product solution. i.e. is 
the client better off with who they have their insurance with now or is there a better alternative?

The ‘5 W’s’

An alternative to developing the strategy with the ‘Advice Needs Wheel’ are the ‘5 W’s’:

 y What are we doing?

 y Why are we doing it?

 y Where are we doing it?

 y When are we doing it?

 y Who is going to do it?

Setting aside product selection, and solely within the scope of insurance, using the 5 W’s the planner can 

give the client a framework for a strategic (and then possibly product) solution.

For example:
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FASEA expects financial planners to take into account the client’s broader, long-term interests and likely 
future circumstances. It also expects planners to consider the impact on the client’s family members of the 
client acting on the advice. The FASEA Code requires you to consider both the explicit and implicit needs 
of your client. Clearly documenting the client’s circumstances and the advice strategy is key to meeting 
FASEA’s standards.

With life risk advice, the ‘know your client’ fact find and the strategy, not the product, are critical to meeting 
the standards of the codes. The strategy is the means by which the planner demonstrates that they have 
considered the client’s circumstances and prioritised the needs (and wants) of the client. 

The financial planner could prioritise the client’s life risk goals and determine the appropriate sum insured 
by assessing, discussing and prioritising the client’s needs and wants. Generally after that evaluation, the 
client’s requirements can be split into three categories: 

 y Essential needs

 y Everyday needs

 y Extra needs

For example, Australians commonly have some form of debt - be it a home loan, credit card, car loan, 
HECS/HELP. The home loan and HECS/HELP debt could be classified as ‘essentials’; a car loan could be 
classified ‘everyday’; and a credit card could be an 'extra'. Additionally, there are particular goals that clients 
commonly seek to cover in the event of death - such as lost future earnings, provisioning for a child’s 
education etc.

A planner’s role is to identify a balance between affordability and needs and/or wants. Helping a client 
prioritise which of these wants ‘need’ to be covered will help refine the amount of sum insured. The client 
may want all risks to be covered to protect their future and financial security. However, not all ‘wants’ and 
risks need to be insured. 

The financial planner should discuss with the client the ‘trade-offs’ in policy coverage, exclusions, excess 
amounts and premiums, and transferring all risks to an insurer versus retaining some risk appropriate to the 
client’s circumstances. The clients may choose to retain a risk, rather than transfer that risk to an insurer in 
exchange for the payment of premiums. This process will help ensure the financial planner can be satisfied 
that the client understands the advice, as required under the FASEA Code.

Determining and clearly documenting a well-defined strategy based on the client’s circumstances is key to 
showing the planner’s understanding of the client’s explicit and implicit needs.

Financial planners must explain and, more importantly, ensure the client understands their tax obligations 
and rights that are materially related to the advice, as required under the TASA Code.
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SECTION 3

Modelling the financial considerations of the strategy and 
recommendations can assist in demonstrating how the advice is in the 
client’s best interest. The strategic advice should include the financial 

planner’s modelling on (for example):

 y  Cash flow – demonstrate the impact on the client’s cash flow, circumstances and financial 

priorities, of using stepped or level premiums, for example

 y  Premiums - disclose and comment on the impact of premiums to the client’s cash flow or 

investments

 y  Superannuation – if the insurance is to be held inside superannuation, modelling should show 

the impact of the premiums on the client’s super contributions

 y  The financial planner’s remuneration – clearly disclose how the planner will be remunerated 

and model the impact of the remuneration on premiums and/or cash flow.

Financial planners must explain and ensure the client understands their tax obligations and rights that are 
materially related to the advice. 

Ownership and Estate planning

Policy ownership and nomination of beneficiaries can mean assets are not included in the estate.

Where insurance is held via super, payments to dependants or non-tax dependants will need to be 
considered as well as the consequences.

If the intention is to protect assets where the insured is a business owner, ownership of insurance will need 
to be considered in conjunction with taxation planning and potential claims of creditors. Other factors 
include beneficiaries, shareholders and other dependents including aspects of business succession planning 
covering buy/sell funding; debt reduction; key person revenue and capital. The legal structuring will need to 
account for the client’s personal needs.

Life risk advice remuneration

See the section above on life risk advice remuneration.

FPA CODE

Rule 4.12

FASEA CODE

Standards 3, 5, 6 and 7

TPB CODE

Code item 12

PART THREE: 
CHARGING FEES AND THE IMPACT 
TO STRATEGIC OUTCOMES
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SECTION 4

Before recommending life risk products to a client, financial planners 
will need to thoroughly investigate the client’s existing insurances. This 
will include collating information on:

 y  Policy documents, trust deeds, renewal notices, super / 

product  statements

 y  Contact details of the client’s professional advisers, group 

policies and industry super funds

 y  Whether loadings apply to existing insurances, premiums, exclusions, ownership, policy 

definitions, etc.

 y  Details of existing employer-sponsored group life policies (such as those where on death will 

be paid as an ETP with significant tax consequences, outside of super)

 y  Details of whether there is a continuation option on the existing employer group policy should 

the client leave the employer 

Where a client is insured through a corporate or group policy and is looking to retain the cover, it’s 
important to note the advantages versus the disadvantages of the product in terms of:

 y Its features and simplicity 

 y Affordability 

 y Level of coverage customisation

 y Any limitations on the period and amount of cover

 y Portability of cover (continuation option)

 –  Renewability (guaranteed or yearly) or cancellable cover trends relating to new 

business sales and existing policy retention

 – Financial strength and product sustainability

 – The individual insurer’s underwriting facility and facultative reinsurance relationships

 y The client’s needs, objectives and situation to:

 – quantify the need, using life risk needs-analysis calculators

 –  qualify the need by identifying the attitudes and life concerns of both the insured and 

their dependants

 y Strategic consideration of the law, tax and product differences

FPA CODE

PS 4.3 Identify Product(s) and 
Service(s) for Implementation

Rule 4.10

FASEA CODE

Standards 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7

TPB CODE

Code item 1

Code item 4

Code item 7

Code item 9

RECOMMENDATION 
OF PRODUCT
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 y Comparing the product based on:

 – qualitative research on policy conditions

 – quantitative research into policy premiums

 – underwriting conditions, styles and philosophy

 – associated product offerings that complement the client’s investment objectives.

To assess the financial strength of the insurer, as well as pricing and product sustainability, the financial 
planner could consider and interpret information from a combination of sources such as an insurer’s Annual 
Report and Financial Statement, and Standards and Poors ratings on corporations, for example. Assessing 
and having confidence in the reliability of the insurer and the product is pertinent to the ‘know your 
product’ requirements in providing best practice life risk advice. This information may have a significant 
bearing when considering the suitability of a ‘no-frills’ brand policy versus a product from an established 
well-known brand.

When understanding and evaluating products, financial planners who recommend level premiums need 
to ensure that the product remains relevant to the client in the longer term after considering the above. 
Recent experience demonstrates level premiums may not always perform as they should, or they promise. 
Financial planners should consider the reliability of product and the impact of level premium outcomes. 
For example, consideration of stepped versus level breakeven points and the ability for the product to keep 
pace with the industry’s changing product features or regulator mandated product limitations, should be 
taken into account.

 y  Weighing up the benefits of replacing cover on take over terms (for policies typically under 

5 years) and consequences at claim time (such as non-disclosure, waiting periods, etc.)  

and longer term.

 y  Comparing the existing product features with the recommended product features. Features 

should be matched with the client’s current and future needs and circumstances.

Justification, based on research of product, and suitability, need to be part of the process in recommending 
an insurance product. Since insurances of the same class may vary in their features and policy cover, having 
access to an up to date research tool that enables efficient and comprehensive comparison between 
products is necessary.

Financial planners should review existing policy schedules against the client’s current circumstances and 
longer term needs: 

 y  Are there inconsistencies between the detail of the cover provided and the client’s need for 

cover based on the client’s current circumstances? 

 y Is the cover appropriate for the client’s current circumstances and future needs?

 y  Can the client’s existing cover, premiums, or tax or estate planning efficiency be improved? 

As an example, a change in the client’s lifestyle and pastimes may entitle them to a premium reduction after 
a review of a past assessment.

Research into insurances inside or outside superannuation will require further investigations into the 
product, including:
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 y Core definitions

 y Policy limitations

 y Essential benefits

 y Ancillary benefits.

Financial planners should ‘know your product’ - determine and explain why one product is better for the 
client than others. When conducting research, having objectivity (independent of product manufacturers 
and the benefits attached) and subjectivity (to look for suitable features) are important. Aspects to 
evaluate in a product will include considerations on:

 y The general suitability of insurers involving standards of:

• Financial management - consider liquidity ratios for example 

• Product management - examine the stability of product conditions and premiums 

• Administrative service to financial planners and policyholders

• Underwriting quality and process

• Claims management

These may include considerations of, for example:

 – Employer sponsored insurance funds where cover terminates when employment 

ceases

 – Decreasing cover versus indexed or auto increases 

 – Level versus stepped premiums

 y  Whether the existing policy has the correct ownership structure and the ability to alter this 

structure if required taking into account the appropriate underwriting and tax implications

 y  Should a policy be replaced, understand the impact of re-starting the three-year non-

disclosure period.

Consider future consequences

The product selection strategy should also identify product features that cater for the client’s future needs 
across the different time horizons (short, medium and long-term) including:

 y Affordability

 y Increasing or decreasing needs such as change of income / debt / family circumstance

 y Age limitations and impact of cover cessations

 y  Changes to occupation or employment status on payouts, waiting period and other possible 

impacts of product features

 y Stepped versus level premiums which should be analysed to client’s needs

 y  Options to protect increasing future needs and risk of declining health (e.g. CPI and future 

insurability)

 y  Contractual rights that protect TPD and income protection payouts in the event of changes to 

occupation or employment status such as involuntary redundancies
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 y  How often the insurer or super fund trustee alters policy terms or policies in general resulting 

in legacy products, the cancellation of policies, and the need for the client to re-apply for a 

new policy  

 y Changes by regulators to product rules in the future.

The advice must be clear and simple and the planner must be satisfied that the client understands:

 y  the advice and recommendations; and

 y the benefits of the recommended products; and

 y  the costs involved in acquiring, holding and disposing of the recommended products; and

 y  the risks involved in acquiring, holding and disposing of the products, and how the planner 

recommends they be managed. 

Under the FASEA Code, financial planners must also consider the impact on the client’s family members 
of the client acting on the advice, for example, consider the consequences and protection of payouts for 
beneficiaries and their circumstances.

Under the codes, the financial planner should continue to assess and disclose the potential for conflicts to 
arise as they progress through the life risk advice process.

After services

Any recommendation for insurance should include information on the cost and likely duration of attendant 
services (e.g. after services and claims management services) and identify the financial planner’s charging 
method for such services. This will enable the client to decide whether they require such services.

Best practice would suggest if a planner is receiving an ongoing commission for life risk advice, ongoing 
advice services such as reviews and claims management should be provided to the client. 
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SECTION 5

The Statement of Advice

The SOA should clearly document the scope of the advice, the client’s 
circumstances, needs and objectives, the financial planner’s research 
and considerations (including relevant modelling), and the strategy and 
product recommendation appropriate for the client.

Prior to finalising the advice strategy and product recommendation (as 
per section 3 and 4 above), it would be best practice for the financial 
planner to discuss with the client the ‘trade-offs’ in policy coverage, exclusions, excess amounts and 
premiums, and transferring all risks to an insurer versus retaining some risk appropriate to the client’s 
circumstances. The SOA should clearly document this discussion with the advice strategy and product 
recommendation detailing which risks the client is prepared to retain versus transfer to an insurer. 

In relation to the 5Ws, the SOA should clearly describe ‘why’ the client is seeking advice (motivation and 
needs), and ‘what are we doing’ (subject matter). Including the outcomes of discussions with the client 
about the advice and risk ‘trade-offs’ will help to demonstrate to the client that the financial planner has 
understood the client’s wants and needs; and links the advice back to the client’s needs and wants to 
facilitate a greater understanding of the advice by the client.

The FASEA Code requires the financial planner to have reasonable grounds to be satisfied that the 
client understands and provides free and informed consent prior to the planner acting for the client. It is 
important to document in the SOA information and evidence to show the substance of the interactions 
between the financial planner and client where the ‘trade-offs’, advice and recommendations are discussed 
and agreed to by the client. 

The client must provide written authorisation for the financial planner to implement the recommendations 
as agreed to in the SOA.

Client deviates from financial planner’s recommendations

FASEA Guidance (October 2020) states that if the client will not accept the financial planner’s advice, it 
may be appropriate to ‘not act’ for the client.

In the context of life risk advice, this suggests that if the client understands the planner’s advice but 
decides to take out insurance cover that is not in line with the planner’s recommendations, it may not be 
appropriate for the planner to assist the client with the insurance application process. 

However, the financial planner should use professional judgement and consider if there is more than one life 
risk advice recommendation that could meet the client’s needs, broad long-term interests, and is in the best 
interests of the client, to determine if it is appropriate to act for the client or not.

FPA CODE

PS 5 Implement the 
Client’s Financial Planning 
Recommendations

PS 5.1 Agree on 
Implementation 
Responsibilities

FASEA CODE

Standards 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7

TPB CODE

Code item 4

Code item 7

Code item 10

IMPLEMENTING 
THE ADVICE
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If the client decides to take out cover that differs to the planner’s recommendations, the financial planner 
should take all reasonable steps to investigate and discuss with the client:

 y What cover the client is considering?

 – Is it a modification to your recommended cover?

 y  Why has the client decided to invest in a policy that differs to the insurance cover 

recommended in the advice: 

 – Has the client misunderstood the advice?

 – Is it just a modification to the recommendation?

 – Is the client uncomfortable with the level of cover?

 – Is the client unsure about the premiums or extent of the cover?

 –  Has there been a slight change in the client’s circumstances, needs, beneficiaries, 

priorities, or broader long-term interests?

 y Investigate the insurance cover the client is interested in taking out:

 –  Conduct modelling to determine the broader longer term impacts on the client’s 

financial well-being of the client’s preferred cover

 – Consider the impacts on cashflow, beneficiaries and other financial planning needs

 y  Determine if the client’s modification to the recommended cover is in the best interests of the 

client

 y  Are there alternative modification to the advice recommendations that the client understands 

and agrees to that are in the client’s best interests?

The key factor in determining if it is appropriate for the financial planner to ‘act’ for the client is whether the 
advice, or modifications to the original advice (further advice), is in the best interest of the client. Under the 
FASEA Code:

 y  If the planner can show that the modifications to the original advice are in the client’s best 

interest, the financial planner may ‘act’ for the client

 y  If the planner cannot demonstrate that the modifications to the original advice are in the 

client’s best interest, it may be appropriate for the financial planner to ‘not act’ for the client.

The financial planner should clearly detail all discussions with the client in an ROA, including all modelling, 
investigations and considerations of the cover the client is considering, and / or alternative life risk advice 
recommendations the planner identifies that are in the client’s best interests.

The ROA should include the client’s decision following the financial planner’s further investigation and 
advice – the outcome of the further advice. For example:

 y  The client agrees to the financial planner’s further advice recommendations and it is 

appropriate for the planner to ‘act’ for the client as the further advice is in the client’s best 

interests, or

 y  The client decides to invest in cover that is not in line with the financial planner’s original 

advice or further advice, and is not in the client’s best interest, therefore the it may be 

appropriate for the financial planner to ‘not act’ for the client.

The financial planner should make all effort to determine the reasons for the client’s decision and clearly 
document these in the ROA.
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Best practice would be for a comprehensive ROA to be provided to the client detailing the client’s decision 
and why it is appropriate for the financial planner to ‘act’ or ‘not act’ for the client.

Client’s duty of disclosure 

Financial planners have a duty to put the client they are working for above all other considerations at 
the time they are providing those services. However there is also a professional obligation to manage 
business and personal risks to ensure professional services are able to be provided to all of your clients. 
The greatest risk to a financial planners ability to service all their clients in relation to life insurance services 
lies in a dispute arising from the personal insurance statement and declarations portion of the insurance 
application. 

In this instance the client’s duty of disclosure in respect of the personal insurance statement and 
declarations in an application for insurance is personal and not transferable. Disputes where the client is 
alleged to have made false declarations or fraudulent applications for insurance have in the past involved 
assertions that the planner completed the false declaration on behalf of the client or encouraged the client 
to misrepresent their circumstances.

Such claims have the potential to present a significant challenge for the financial planner’s professional 
integrity and ability to assist their other clients. 

Financial planners should avoid this risk by making it clear during the engagement process and while 
supporting the client through the application completion, insisting that the client completes and signs 
all personal insurance statements and declarations themselves in their own hand. Where the client seeks 
advice on the completion of the claim form - the planner should make careful contemporaneous file notes 
of the advice sought and the advice provided with reference to the particular sections of the personal 
insurance statement.

Alternatively, outsourcing these services through the tele-underwriting process, where there would be 
a clear separation of the financial planner’s role versus the client’s or insurer’s role in completing these 
documents, ensures statements made are correct and independent.

Changing cover

It is important that before cancelling existing insurance policies, that the replacement cover is inforce with 
the new insurance provider. Ensure you also discuss this with your client clearly so that rolling over any 
superannuation (where attached insurances are in place) does not take place without your knowledge 
(such as clients using the ATO or any other Superannuation Consolidation Service).

The FASEA standards extend the best interest duty beyond purely advice. It requires the financial planners 
to consider, for example, pre-empting underwriting issues, implementing the advice in a timely manner, and 
implementing the advice in the most efficient manner (not ‘churning’). Before implementing the advice, the 
planner must consider how acting on the advice will impact the client and family members of the client.

When alternative terms are offered, the law and best practice suggest the financial planner discuss the 
changes with the client and provide an ROA documenting the discussion and changes. The ROA should 
document the re-assessment of the replacement product advice consideration. Under the codes, the 
financial planner should continue to assess the potential for conflicts to arise as they progress through the 
life risk advice process. If the alternative policy changes the financial planner’s remuneration, this should be 
disclosed in the ROA.

The values of the codes require the advice to be provided and implemented honestly, fairly and diligently.
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Life Insurance Code of Practice

The Life Insurance Code of Practice serves to protect consumers by placing requirements on insurers. 
When implementing the advice, the financial planner should consider the following ‘pre-insurance claim’ 
principles as it will help the client should a claim arise in the future:

 y Ensure that the product best suits your client

 y  Ensure the client understands and meets Duty of Disclosure requirements in the application 

process – a thoroughly written application will be of benefit at claims time

 y  Conduct regular reviews to ensure ongoing suitability of the insurance cover for the client

 y  If a commission is being received, detail in an After Service Agreement the claims 

management service to be provided to the client in the event of a claim

 y  Ensure the client understands the events that may trigger a claim and when, in relation to the 

trigger event and claim, that the client should contact the planner.
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SECTION 6

Discussions with the client about the required after service agreement 
should be documented and recorded along with their justifications. 
Remuneration for after services must be clearly documented whether 
they are linked to commissions agreed to by the client, or paid for under 

a fee-for-service model, and their benefits discussed and recorded.

Documenting the terms of an ‘after service’ or ongoing service agreement 
once the insurance advice is agreed to be implemented is just as 
important as documenting the terms of the initial engagement. Financial 
planners should communicate with their client’s regularly (at least 
annually) providing an update of the client’s cover and re-confirming to the client events which should 
trigger the client to seek a review.

The client should be prompted to seek a review if any of the following aspects of their situation change 
significantly:

 y  Their Assets or Liabilities including changes to the ownership or control or beneficial 

entitlement

 y  Their cash flow - Income or expenditure changes including changes to the source of income 

or expenditure

 y Their employment, occupation, pastimes or lifestyle change

 y  Their beneficiaries - which may include addition, deletion (separation) or change of 

dependency

 y Any legislative changes such as those involving taxation of payments to beneficiaries 

 y Preferred ownership of policies including ownership and nomination of beneficiaries

 y Client goals or priorities objectives/circumstances health 

 y Policy alterations for underwriting re-assessments 

 y Loss of mental capacity 

 y A claim event

 y The client’s relationship with other professionals (including lawyers and accountants).

The above is not a comprehensive list. Ongoing services should reflect the long-term needs of clients. 

Consider the needs of the client to determine whether a regular ongoing service agreement, or an 
arrangement to address advice issues on an ad hoc basis, represents ‘value for money’ for the client, is in 
the client’s best interest, and is more effective for both parties. The ad hoc basis could be planner driven or 
it could be client driven.

Best practice would suggest if a planner is receiving an ongoing commission for life risk advice, ongoing 
advice services such as reviews and claims management should be provided to the client. Such services 
should be clearly defined upfront in the scope of the life risk advice and agreed to in the Terms of 
Engagement and an After Service Agreement.

AFTER SERVICE 
AGREEMENT

FPA CODE

PS 6 Review the Client’s 
Situation

PS 6.1 Agree on 
Responsibilities and Terms for 
Review of the Client’s Situation

PS 6.2 Review and Re-evaluate 
the Client’s Situation

FASEA CODE

Standards 2 and 6

TPB CODE

(Code item 1)

Code item 4

Code item 7
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SECTION 7

Effective record keeping is a key professional obligation and will be 
crucial in the event of a claim or in future negotiations over cover. 
In addition to financial advice documentation, the following records 
should be retained:

 y  Conversations and agreements with underwriters, new 

business administrators, client’s doctor, accountant, or other 

professionals in soft or hard copy

 y Any pre-assessment discussions

 y  Product snapshots based on research of products and cost comparisons

 y  Ongoing contact and sign off from the client to ensure they continue to meet their duty of 

disclosure requirements throughout the underwriting process until the policy is issued.

As an example, an ‘endorsement of an agreed-value income replacement’ policy should be recorded so that 

in the event of a claim, financial evidence will not need to be resubmitted should there be no ‘post-disability 

income’.

Note that this is not a comprehensive list and financial planners should maintain stringent record keeping 

processes necessary for demonstrating the advice meets the financial planner’s legal and professional 

obligations.

Because a claim may not be made for a lengthy amount of time, long-term record retention and 

accessibility is a critical element in the design of a business’s record keeping systems. Measures should 

continue to ensure access to records in the event of the transfer of client(s) to another financial planner or 

firm, or a potential future complaint lodged by the client in relation to the policy or advice (i.e. with AFCA).

Where a claim has been taken over by a legal representative, the financial planner should take all 

reasonable steps, consistent with the client’s interest(s), to facilitate the orderly transfer of the client’s 

records and related information upon due authorisation from the client.

Financial planners must keep complete and accurate records of advice and services provided to the client. 

This includes keeping appropriate records to demonstrate, if called upon, the planner’s compliance with the 

obligations of the codes.

Maintaining client records is not just about taking down client information. Rather, in all cases, client files 

should be:

 y Clear, concise and personalised

 y Comprehensive

 y Chronological

 y Readily accessible

 y Legible.

For electronic records, document management systems should include adequate levels of data security 
and functionality to ensure compliance with relevant legal obligations, including Privacy laws. Using an 
electronic file to keep all records in one place, similar to hard copy files, allows the planner to easily locate 
important documents such as final versions of advice documents and client consent forms.

RECORD 
KEEPING

FPA CODE

FPA Professional Expectations 
for Australian Financial 
Services Licensees - 
Document Administration and 
Confidentiality (items 24 – 26)

FASEA CODE

Standard 8

TPB CODE

Code item 6

Code item 9
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SECTION 8

DISCLOSING AND MANAGING 
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

FPA CODE

Ethical Principle 4: Fairness

PS 7.5 Conflicts of Interest and 
Prioritisation

FASEA CODE

Standards 1, 3 and 7

TPB CODE

Code item 1

Code item 2

Code item 4

Code item 5

Code item 7

Under the codes, the financial planner should continue to assess 
the potential for conflicts to arise at the commencement of their 
relationship with the client, and as they progress through the life risk 

advice process.

This should include the financial planner’s professional, documented 

assessment of actual and potential conflicts between the duties owed the 

client and any personal interest they have or they owe another individual 

or organisation. This assessment should be conducted for each client 

based on that client’s circumstances and needs, and include an assessment of the financial planner’s 

relationships and arrangements (including remuneration). 

The effective identification and assessment of conflicts of interest is a key professional requirement and 

reflects upon a financial planner’s professional integrity and professional objectivity. It could mean the 

difference between whether a financial planner’s advice is accepted, acted upon and relied on by their 

client, or rejected for personal bias and lacking professional objectivity. A failure to deliver professional 

services objectively may trigger a breach of the law or professional obligations.

In making this assessment the financial planner should consider whether a disinterested person, in 

possession of all the facts, would reasonably conclude that the remuneration could lead the planner to 

prefer the interests of someone (including your own) over the client’s best interests. 

FASEA has provided ‘standard for judgement’ for determining if an arrangement is conflicted and therefore 

prohibited under the Code. (See Appendix 2: FASEA Code - ‘Standard for Judgement’).

ASIC announced it would take a facilitative approach in relation to standards 3 and 7 of the FASEA Code 

until the new single disciplinary body is operational. This requires the financial planner to demonstrate that 

they are working towards meeting the intent of the Code. Hence, it would be best practice for the planner 

to review their current conflicts of interest policy and arrangements, including any actual or perceived 

conflicts of interest (i.e. perform a ‘self-reflection’ audit).
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Claims management services may be provided to clients as part of an 
ongoing commission arrangement or as a stand alone transactional 
service. However, it is best practice for financial planners who receive a 
commission for life risk advice to manage the client’s claims under the 
ongoing remuneration arrangement.

Financial planners can play a vital role in assisting clients to obtain the 

best outcome both financially and emotionally in the event of a life 

insurance claim. This is a service offering that may be built into the 

financial planner’s value proposition for clients.

Claims management is a professional service financial planners offer 

to advice clients. As the codes apply to the professional services and 

dealings provided by financial planners, the standards of the codes apply 

to claims management. For example, the FASEA Code states:

“Trust requires you act with integrity and honesty in all your 
professional dealings, and these values are interrelated.”

Life Insurance Claims Management Principles

Life Insurance Code

The Life Insurance Code of Practice serves to protect consumers by placing requirements on insurers, 
including in relation to claims handling. 

Financial planners should:

 y Be aware of the requirements in the Life Insurance Code of Practice

 y  Make sure insurers respond to the client’s claims in accordance with the Life Insurance Code 

provisions.

Lodging a claim

Financial planners should:

 y When possible, complete the claim form with the client, be it in person or over the phone

 y  Understand all the additional information and reports that are required and assist the client to 

obtain these from the relevant medical practitioners or other professionals

 y Have all other relevant authorities from the client such as ID, Medicare details, claim payment

 y In the case of Income protection, the relevant financial evidence such as tax returns).

CLAIMS 
MANAGEMENT

FPA CODE

Principle 5: Professionalism

Principle 7: Confidentiality

Principle 8: Diligence

PS 1.3

PS 2

PS 4.3

PS 6

PS 7

FASEA CODE

Values

Standard 1

Standard 2

Standard 4

Standard 8

TPB CODE

Code item 1

Code item 4

Code item 5

Code item 6

Code item 9

Code item 12
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Know your Product

Financial planners should:

 y  Obtain a copy of the relevant PDS (life insurance companies can email you the PDF of legacy 

products)

 y  Review the PDS to understand the relevant product definitions that may apply to the client’s 

claim – especially relevant to trauma, income protection, TPD, and terminal illness for death 

cover

 y  Identify and educate the client with regard to ancillary benefits that the client may have as 

part of their policy. Such as the waiver of premiums, early payout of sum insured, or additional 

supports available under their specific policy.

Working with the Life Insurer

Financial planners should:

 y Identify the claims manager responsible for assessing the claim

 y Disclose the role the client has asked the planner to fulfil in managing the client’s claim

 y  Offer assistance to help the claims manager to assess the claim and offer to work together to 

progress the claim effectively and efficiently

 y  Present claims documents with context and reasoning, to ‘develop a case’ for the claim and 

help the claims manager make a clear decision on the claim.

Financial claims management

Financial planners should:

 y  When required, generally with income protection claims, be sure to work with the 

client’s accountant to obtain the necessary information to provide to the claims assessor. 

Understanding agreed value and indemnity definitions is critical.

The client’s psychological wellbeing

Financial planners should:

 y  Not promise a payment but can reinforce their commitment to be the client’s advocate every 

step of the way. Reinforce that insurers do pay and must abide by obligations in the Life 

Insurance Code of Practice, which helps protect consumers.

 y  Initially, be sure to manage the client’s expectations for the claim, and the likely timeframes 

(e.g. TPD can take several months).

 y Keep in regular contact with the client.

 y  Often with long-term claims the client’s psychological well-being can suffer. Consider helping 

the client emotionally - often insurers can provide psychological support.

 y  Assisting and supporting clients through a long-term claim can also affect a financial planner’s 

wellbeing. FPA practitioner members can access free, confidential support via FPA Wellbeing.
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Ongoing claims

Financial planners should:

 y  Be sure to continue to assist the client when needed, for example if the client is required to 

lodge ongoing claim forms.

 y  Periodically enquire on the client’s psychological wellbeing to identify if they need any 

assistance.

 y  Keep track of the claim and ensure the insurer is responding in line with the Life Insurance 

Code of Practice and in the client’s interest.

Post claim

Financial planners should:

 y  Review the client’s post claim insurance needs, considering the impact of the claim’s event on 

the client’s circumstances.

 y  Consider the client’s other financial planning needs, including the proceeds of the claim as a 

change in the client’s circumstances and how the claims event may impact the client’s short 

and longer terms needs.
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APPENDIX 1 
FPA Code of Professional Practice (excerpts)

FPA Code of Ethics

Principle 1: Client First

Placing the client’s interests first is a hallmark of professionalism, requiring the financial planner to act 
honestly and not place personal and/or employer gain or advantage before the client’s interests.

Principle 2: Integrity

Integrity requires honesty and candour in all professional matters. Financial planners are placed in positions 
of trust by clients, and the ultimate source of that trust is the financial planner’s personal integrity. 
Allowance can be made for legitimate differences of opinion, but integrity cannot co-exist with deceit or 
subordination of one’s principles. Integrity requires the financial planner to observe both the letter and the 
spirit of the Code of Ethics.

Principle 3: Objectivity

Objectivity requires intellectual honesty and impartiality. Regardless of the services delivered or the 
capacity in which a financial planner functions, objectivity requires financial planners to ensure the integrity 
of their work, manage conflicts and exercise sound professional judgment.

Principle 4: Fairness

Fairness requires providing clients what they are due, owed or should expect from a professional 
relationship, and includes honesty and disclosure of material conflicts of interest. It involves managing one’s 
own feelings, prejudices and desires to achieve a proper balance of interests. Fairness is treating others in 
the same manner that you would want to be treated.

Principle 5: Professionalism

Professionalism requires behaving with dignity and showing respect and courtesy to clients, fellow 
professionals, and others in business-related activities, and complying with appropriate rules, regulations 
and professional requirements. Professionalism requires the financial planner, individually and in 
cooperation with peers, to enhance and maintain the profession’s public image and its ability to serve the 
public interest.

Principle 6: Competence

Competence requires attaining and maintaining an adequate level of knowledge, skills and abilities in the 
provision of professional services. Competence also includes the wisdom to recognise one’s own limitations 
and when consultation with other professionals is appropriate or referral to other professionals is necessary. 
Competence requires the financial planner to make a continuing commitment to learning and professional 
improvement.

Principle 7: Confidentiality

Confidentiality requires client information to be protected and maintained in such a manner that allows 
access only to those who are authorised. A relationship of trust and confidence with the client can only be 
built on the understanding that the client’s information will not be disclosed inappropriately.

Principle 8: Diligence

Diligence requires fulfilling professional commitments in a timely and thorough manner, and taking due care 
in planning, supervising and delivering professional services.
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FPA's Seven Practice Standards

PS1 ENGAGEMENT 1.1 Financial planning process and Member 
competencies

1.2 Can the Member meet client needs?

1.3 Define scope of engagement

PS2 COLLECTING THE CLIENT’S INFORMATION 2.1 Identify client’s objectives, needs and 
priorities

2.2 Collect quantitative information and 
documents

2.3 Collect qualitative information

PS3 ANALYSE AND ASSESS THE CLIENT’S 
FINANCIAL STATUS

3.1 Analyse the client’s information

3.2 Assess the client’s objectives, needs and 
priorities

PS4 IDENTIFY SUITABLE FINANCIAL PLANNING 
STRATEGIES AND DEVELOP THE FINANCIAL 
PLANNING RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Identify and evaluate financial planning 
strategies

4.2 Develop financial planning recommendations

4.3 Identify products and services for 
implementation

4.4 Present recommendations to the client

PS5 IMPLEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 5.1 Agree implementation responsibilities

PS6 REVIEW THE CLIENT’S SITUATION 6.1 Agree terms and responsibilities

6.2 Review and re-evaluate client’s situation

PS7 PROFESSIONAL OBLIGATIONS 7.1 Professional and ethical conduct

7.2 Influencing the conduct of others

7.3 Fair and honest service promotion

7.4 Professional Judgement

7.5 Conflicts of Interest and Prioritisation

7.6 Professional Services Charging and Renewal
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Key excerpts for life risk advice

PS 1 Engagement

PS 1.3 Define the Scope of the engagement

The Member and the client agree on the services to 
be provided. At the client’s request, the Member may 
limit the services to be provided in a manner consistent 
with the client’s circumstances and expectations in 
seeking professional services. The Member describes, 
in writing, the scope of the engagement before any 
financial planning is provided, including details about: the 
responsibilities of each party (including third parties); the 
terms of the engagement; and remuneration and actual 
or potential conflict(s) of interest of the Member. The 
scope of the engagement is set out in writing in a formal 
document signed by both parties and includes a process 
for terminating the engagement.

PS 2  Collecting the Client’s Information

PS 2.1  Identify the Client’s Personal and Financial 
Objectives, Needs and Priorities

The Member and the client identify the client’s personal 
and financial objectives, needs and priorities that are 
relevant to the scope of the engagement before making 
and/or implementing any recommendations.

PS 2.2  Collect Quantitative Information and Documents

The Member collects sufficient quantitative information 
and documents about the client relevant to the scope 
of the engagement and works with the client to resolve 
obvious omissions and inconsistencies in the information 
collected before making and/or implementing any 
recommendations.

PS 2.3  Collect Qualitative Information

The Member collects sufficient qualitative information 
about the client relevant to the scope of the 
engagement before making and/or implementing any 
recommendations.

PS 3  Analyse and Assess the Client’s 
Financial Status

PS 3.1 Analyse the Client’s Information

The Member analyses the client’s information, subject  
to the scope of the engagement, to gain an understanding  
of the client’s financial situation. 

PS 3.2  Assess the Client’s Objectives, Needs and Priorities

The Member assesses the strengths and weaknesses of 
the client’s current financial situation and compares them 
to the client’s objectives, needs and priorities. 

PS 4  Identify Suitable Financial 
Planning Strategies and 
Develop the Financial Planning 
Recommendations 

PS 4.1  Identify and Evaluate Financial Planning 
Strategies

The Member considers one or more strategies relevant to 
the client’s current situation that could reasonably meet 
the client’s objectives, needs and priorities.

PS 4.2  Develop the Financial Planning 
Recommendations

The Member develops the financial planning 
recommendations based on the selected strategies to 
reasonably meet the client’s confirmed objectives, needs 
and priorities.

PS 4.3  Identify Product(s) and Service(s)  
for Implementation

Based on the scope of the engagement, the Member 
identifies appropriate product(s) and service(s) that are 
consistent with the financial planning recommendations.

Rule 4.10  

The Member must only make a financial planning 
recommendation to a client requiring the client to dispose 
of, cancel, or replace one product or service with another 
where it is consistent with the requirements in Rule 4.7 
and appropriate for the client having regard to any cost, 
benefit, risks or adverse consequence of: 

(a) acquiring the replacement product or service;

(b)  maintaining the existing service or holding the existing 
product; and

(c)  disposing of, or cancelling, the existing product 
or service.

Rule 4.12   

In providing the financial planning recommendations to 
the client as required by Rule 4.11, a Member must disclose 
to the client: 

(c)  the impact including any costs and benefits 
of the Member’s charging model on:

i.  the client’s confirmed objectives, needs 
and priorities; and 

ii.  any selected strategy; 

if the recommendations are adopted and implemented;
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Key excerpts for life risk advice (continued)

PS 5  Implement the Client’s Financial 
Planning Recommendations

PS 5.1  Agree on Implementation Responsibilities

The Member and the client agree on implementation 
responsibilities that are consistent with the scope of the 
engagement, the client’s acceptance of the financial 
planning recommendations, and the Member’s ability to 
implement the financial planning recommendations.

PS 6 Review the Client’s Situation

PS 6.1  Agree on Responsibilities and Terms for Review 
of the Client’s Situation

The Member and client mutually define and agree on 
terms for reviewing and re-evaluating the client’s situation.

PS 7  Professional Obligations

PS 7.5 Conflicts of Interest and Prioritisation

7. Identify conflicts of interest 
Professional integrity requires that the Member identifies 
where his or her interests and duties conflict and where a 
duty may conflict with other duties (e.g. duty to client with 
duty to third party).

8. Prioritise your client’s interests 
The Member’s duty to his or her client is paramount and 
must prevail in the event of a conflict. 

9. Avoid and manage conflicts 
The Member avoids or manages situations and 
relationships which create conflicts between interest and 
duty, or conflict between duty and duty. Some situations 
and relationships cannot be managed by disclosure, but 
must be avoided as a matter of integrity.

FPA Professional Expectations for 
Australian Financial Services Licensees                              
Document Administration and Confidentiality

24.  Unless holding an express written authority from the 
client, the Financial Planning Licensee refrains from 
using any information or documents provided to the 
Financial Planning Licensee or its Representative, for 
the purpose of providing professional services for any 
other purpose, whether or not it causes detriment to 
the client.

25.  The Financial Planning Licensee ensures that its 
Representatives open and maintain separate and 
independent files and records for each client to whom 
any financial planning service is provided.

26.  For the purposes of Expectation 23, the Financial 
Planning Licensee keeps the information and/or 
relevant documents (or copies of such information/
document), for 7 years from the date of the finalisation 
of the matter.
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APPENDIX 2 
Financial Planner and Financial Adviser Code of Ethics (FASEA Code)

Standards

Standard 1:

You must act in accordance with all applicable laws, including this Code, and not try to avoid or circumvent 
their intent.

Standard 2:

You must act with integrity and in the best interests of each of your clients.

Standard 3:

You must not advise, refer or act in any other manner where you have a conflict of interest or duty.

Standard 4:

You may act for a client only with the client’s free, prior and informed consent. If required in the case of an 
existing client, the consent should be obtained as soon as practicable after this Code commences.

Standard 5:

All advice and financial product recommendations that you give to a client must be in the best interests of 
the client and appropriate to the client’s individual circumstances.

You must be satisfied that the client understands your advice, and the benefits, costs and risks of the 
financial products that you recommend, and you must have reasonable grounds to be satisfied.

Standard 6:

You must take into account the broad effects arising from the client acting on your advice and actively 
consider the client’s broader, long-term interests and likely circumstances.

Standard 7:

The client must give free, prior and informed consent to all benefits you and your principal will receive 
in connection with acting for the client, including any fees for services that may be charged. If required 
in the case of an existing client, the consent should be obtained as soon as practicable after this Code 
commences.

Except where expressly permitted by the Corporations Act 2001, you may not receive any benefits, in 
connection with acting for a client, that derive from a third party other than your principal.

You must satisfy yourself that any fees and charges that the client must pay to you or your principal, 
and any benefits that you or your principal receive, in connection with acting for the client are fair and 
reasonable and represent value for money for the client.

Standard 8:

You must ensure that your records of clients, including former clients, are kept in a form that is complete 
and accurate.

Standard 9:

All advice you give, and all products you recommend to a client must be offered in good faith and with 
competence and be neither misleading nor deceptive.
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Standard 10:

You must develop, maintain and apply a high level of relevant knowledge and skills.

Standard 11:

You must cooperate with ASIC and monitoring bodies in any investigation of a breach or potential breach 
of this Code.

Standard 12:

Individually and in cooperation with peers, you must uphold and promote the ethical standards of the 
profession and hold each other accountable for the protection of the public interest.

Note: Financial planners should refer to the FASEA Code Explanatory Statement and FASEA Guidance on 
the Code of Ethics for detailed explanation on the obligations of the Code.

The five values - FASEA Code of Ethics Guide - October 2020 (excerpts)

The Code requires financial advisers to act in a way that demonstrates, realises and promotes the following 
five values:

 y Trustworthiness;

 y Competence;

 y Honesty;

 y Fairness; and

 y Diligence.

The Code stipulates that these values are paramount and that all provisions of the Code (which includes 
the Standards) must be read and applied in a way that promotes the values.

TRUSTWORTHINESS

Acting to demonstrate, realise and promote the value of trustworthiness requires that you act in good faith 
in your relationships with other people. Trust is earned by good conduct. It is easily broken by unethical 
conduct.

You earn trust by being reliable in your relationships with others, and by doing what you say you’ll do. 
Trust requires having the courage to do what is right, even though you may suffer personal detriment by 
doing so. It requires that you are loyal to each of your clients, and that you keep client personal information 
entrusted to you private and confidential. It requires that you should not subordinate your duty to your 
client, or your client’s lawful interests, to your own interests and any obligation you may owe to a third 
party, including an employer or a financial services licensee.

Trust requires you to act with integrity and honesty in all your professional dealings, and these values are 
interrelated.

Acting ethically, with trustworthiness, promotes trust, by consumers, in the profession of financial advisers, 
promoting community confidence in accessing and utilising professional financial services.
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COMPETENCE

Acting to demonstrate, realise and promote the value of competence requires you to have regard to the 
knowledge, skills and experience necessary to perform your professional obligations to  each of your 
clients. It requires you to assess the professional services required by each client with regard to their 
individual needs, priorities, circumstances and preferences, expressed or implicitly identified as the subject 
matter of the financial advisory engagement. Although it may be possible to supplement your professional 
competence by accessing the expertise of others, the duty of competence is ultimately personal and 
cannot be outsourced to others. If you don’t possess the particular competencies required to assist your 
client, in accordance with other ethical requirements in the Code, you must refer your client to another  
professional.

The value of competence requires your commitment to developing and maintaining knowledge, skills 
and expertise at a level of currency required to benefit your clients in particular engagements, and in 
anticipation of other client engagements in the course of your professional career.

It requires your regular self-reflection and the exercise of professional judgement to determine when to 
augment your knowledge, skills and experience with assistance from other professional financial advisers, 
or indeed other professionals with specialist expertise in the service of the client’s best interests.

HONESTY

Acting to demonstrate, realise and promote the value of honesty requires that you conduct yourself with 
integrity in all your professional dealings with your clients and with all others that you engage with in the 
professional setting. It requires transparency, frankness and fairness to each of your clients even where 
this may cause your personal detriment. Being honest means more than just technically telling the truth, it 
may require you not to withhold information from your client that your client would want to know. Honesty 
also requires you to respect the rights (including personal and property rights) of others – especially when 
acting as their agent or managing their assets.

FAIRNESS

Acting to demonstrate, realise and promote the value of fairness requires that you bring professional 
objectivity to the task of engaging clients professionally, and when recommending financial products and 
professional services. It requires you to properly investigate, evaluate and diagnose a client’s need for 
professional services, to self-reflect on the limits of your professional competency and on your capacity to 
deliver or access the necessary professional services required in the engagement in a manner that benefits 
your client.

It requires your objective assessment of your own services (or your firm’s) and whether you can bring value 
to your client. It requires understanding your personal biases, and it may require you to act to mitigate the 
threat of your own, or your client’s unconscious biases to your client’s decision making. Being fair requires 
that you look beyond your own interests and consider how others may judge or perceive your actions. 
Would your conduct stand public scrutiny by your professional peers and by the community?

DILIGENCE

Acting to demonstrate, realise and promote the value of diligence requires that you perform all professional 
engagements with due care and skill. It requires you to manage your time and resources to deliver 
professional services in a timely, efficient and cost-effective way to each client.

It is about the way you go about your professional work, the commitment you bring, and the values you 
espouse and demonstrate in all your professional interactions with your clients and with others.
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It requires that you exercise due care and skill in the way you:

 y engage each client;

 y understand each client;

 y diagnose each client’s needs and issues;

 y scope or limit the professional services you will provide each client;

 y develop strategy solutions and recommendations for each client;

 y develop product and service solutions and recommendations for each client;

 y  ensure the strategy and product solutions you provide to each client are fit for purpose and 
are intended to improve your client’s financial wellbeing;

 y  make required disclosures to each client in your Financial Services Guide, Statement of 
Advice and Record of Advice and in providing Product Disclosure Statements and Investment 
Memoranda;

 y implement agreed recommendations;

 y engage each client to deliver on-going services (including reviews) if appropriate;

 y undertake record-keeping in respect of the professional services you provide each client; and

 y meet your obligations in the law in respect of the advice you provide to each client including:

 – best interests’ duty;

 – appropriateness of advice;

 – prioritisation of client’s interests;

 – additional requirements for product replacement recommendations; and

 – Australian Taxation laws.

 y it requires that you keep abreast of developments and options for clients.

FASEA ‘standard for judgement’

In order to aid financial planners in assessing whether they have a conflict of interest or duty, FASEA has 
developed a ‘standard for judgement’ that is familiar in law and is consistent with that applied in other 
professions.

The ‘standard for judgement’ for determining if an arrangement is conflicted and therefore prohibited 
[under the FASEA Code] is that if:

1.  A disinterested person (an unbiased third party with nothing to gain or lose from how the 
question of conflicts is resolved),

2. who knows all of the facts,

3.  would reasonably conclude (that is, has good reasons that other reasonable people would 
find convincing),

4.  that the arrangement could induce the adviser to act other than in the best interests of the 

client then, that arrangement gives rise to a conflict and is prohibited.

In making this assessment the [financial planner] is to imagine standing in the shoes of an ordinary person 
– not the client, not a consumer advocate, not another adviser, not a regulator, just an ordinary person in 
the street with ordinary intelligence and good judgement.
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Second, this imagined, ordinary person has to be unbiased – with nothing to gain or lose from what is 
decided about whether or not a conflict exists.

Third, this unbiased (disinterested person) should be imagined having at hand (and to understand) all of 
the relevant facts about what has to be decided.

Finally, whatever this person decides – it has to be reasonable. That is, it has to be based on the information 
before them, capable of withstanding public scrutiny and of attracting the agreement of other reasonable 
people.
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APPENDIX 3 
Tax Agent Services Act - Code of Conduct

The Code of Professional Conduct (Code) regulates your personal and professional conduct of a registered 
tax (financial) adviser. The Code sets out principles under five separate categories:

HONESTY AND INTEGRITY

1. You must act honestly and with integrity.

2. You must comply with the taxation laws in the conduct of your personal affairs.

3. If you:

 – receive money or other property from or on behalf of a client, and

 – hold the money or other property on trust

4. you must account to your client for the money or other property.

INDEPENDENCE

5. You must act lawfully in the best interests of your client.

6.  You must have in place adequate arrangements for the management of conflicts of interest 
that may arise in relation to the activities that you undertake in the capacity of a registered 

tax (financial) adviser.

CONFIDENTIALITY

7.  Unless you have a legal duty to do so, you must not disclose any information relating to a 

client’s affairs to a third party without your client’s permission.

COMPETENCE

8.  You must ensure that a tax (financial) advice service that you provide, or that is provided on 
your behalf, is provided competently.

9.  You must maintain knowledge and skills relevant to the tax (financial) advice services that you 
provide.

10.  You must take reasonable care in ascertaining a client’s state of affairs, to the extent that 
ascertaining the state of those affairs is relevant to a statement you are making or a thing you 
are doing on behalf of a client.

11.  You must take reasonable care to ensure that taxation laws are applied correctly to the 

circumstances in relation to which you are providing advice to a client.

OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES

12. You must not knowingly obstruct the proper administration of the taxation laws.

13.  You must advise your client of the client’s rights and obligations under the taxation laws that 
are materially related to the tax (financial) advice services you provide.

14.  You must maintain the professional indemnity insurance that the Board requires you to 
maintain.

15.  You must respond to requests and directions from the Board in a timely, responsible and 

reasonable manner.
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APPENDIX 4 
ASIC’s Report 413 Appendix Table 9 ‘Life Insurance Advice Checklist’

Process Checklist Completed

Step 1

- Initial triage check

- Run through with the client the process involved

- Agree on the Terms of Engagement

Step 2

- Map out a family tree structure of other entities controlled

- Understand the assets involved and expectation of beneficial rights

- Incorporate the six components of the wheel when eliciting clients

-  Educate client on estate planning and risk management to allow clients to realise their 

objectives

-  Over and above fact finding, collect and address underwriting issues and other matters 

upfront

- Discuss methodology of sums insured

Step 3

Needs Analysis

- Categorise estate and non-estate assets

- Incorporate client's informed intentions to establish cover required

Strategy

- Incorporate the six components of the advice needs wheel

- Ensure funding is optimised and cash flow analysed across linked entities

- Weigh up conflicting priorities

- Include impact of changing model to client's cash flow or investments

-  Ensure ownership and structures are efficient and consider the impact of payouts

- Consider the provision of trusts

- Incorporate client circumstances and factors which limits product features
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Step 4

Recommendations of product

-  Research into existing insurances and assess with the intent to retain policies at standard 

rates

-  Have existing policies (not at standard rates) reassessed to obtain better rates where 

possible

-  Weigh up the benefits versus costs of switching into a different product taking into account 

potential loadings, exclusions and longevity to maintain the policy

-  If increase of cover is required and the existing policy is at standard rates, then ensure 

loadings and exclusion do not apply to the original sums insured 

-  Where a product no longer suits the client, then reasons linking back to the needs of the 

client must be recorded and justified

- It is not justifiable to replace a product simply for remuneration purposes

- Assess appropriateness of ownership structure

- Ensure recommended products can cater for client’s future needs

Step 5

Implementing the advice

- Ensure implemented cover amounts are mutually agreed

- Educate the client on their disclosure obligations and consequences

- Ensure the Life Insured’s statement remains at arms-length

-  Document and justify the ongoing service agreement including fees and claims management 

service

-  Educate the client on consequences of rolling over their Super without your knowledge 

where insurances are attached

Step 6

After Service Agreement

- Ensure an ongoing service arrangement is in place

-  Provide an annual notice regarding their cover and a reminder of trigger events requiring a 

review

- Respond to clients’ review request with SLA commitments
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Step 7

Record Keeping

- Maintain stringent record keeping ensuring:

•  all discussions and correspondence with different parties are recorded

•  records remain accessible

•   in the event of a claim, all records can be  utilised to make a successful claim

•   Documents will allow  assistance to legal representatives where needed during  a claims 

process (i.e. file notes should be easily understood by other parties reading it)                       

Step 8

Conflicts of Interests

- You must identify, manage, disclose or avoid conflicts of interests

- Disclose the benefits and consequences of implementing life risk advice

-  Link the value of your risk management advice proposition, to the costs of implementing 

insurances as part of your advice and ongoing service agreement

Further reading material

 y FPA Code of Professional Practice

 y FPA member guide - Helping you understand the 

FASEA Code of Ethics

 y FPA Fee Disclosure Tables guide

 y FASEA Code of Ethics

 y FASEA Code of Ethics Guidance

 y Tax Agent Service Act Code of Conduct

 y ASIC Report 413 - Review of retail life insurance 

advice, published October 2014

 y Life Insurance Code of Practice

 y Life Risk Framework (Corporations Act)
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